17. THE PERMITTEE SHALL EMPLOY A REGISTERED CIVIL ENGINEER TO PROVIDE CONSTANT
16. THE DEVELOPER'S LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT SHALL SUBMIT WRITTEN CERTIFICATION
15. ANY CHANGES IN THE WORK SHOWN HEREON SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF
14. THE PERMITTEE SHALL EMPLOY A REGISTERED CIVIL ENGINEER TO PROVIDE CONSTANT
13. ALL WORK SHALL BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CITY OF THOUSAND OAKS
12. THE DEVELOPER'S LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT SHALL SUBMIT WRITTEN CERTIFICATION
11. ANY CHANGES IN THE WORK SHOWN HEREON SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF
10. WITHIN SIX (6) MONTHS AFTER COMMENCEMENT OF GRADING, THE DEVELOPER SHALL
9. THE DEPARTMENT OF OIL, GAS AND GEOSCIENCE SHALL ENTER IN THE PERMITHOLDER'S REGISTRY THE NAME OF THE SOILS ENGINEER, WHO SHALL
8. ANY AREA TO RECEIVE FUNDS SHALL BE DETERMINED BY COMPARING THE SUMS OF THE CIVIL ENGINEER'S REPORT WITH THE CONTRACTED COSTS OF FILL AND DUMP MATERIALS AND IS TO BE CONFORM TO THE FOLLOWING FORMULA:
7. THE CONTRACTORS AND CONTRACTOR'S REPRESENTATIVES ARE TO MEET WITH THE CITY ENGINEER UNDER A REVISED GRADING PLAN AND ACCEPT AN ASBLED PLAN. THIS MEETING IS TO BE HELD AT THE CITY ENGINEER'S OFFICE, AT WHICH TIME THE CITY ENGINEER WILL CONSIDER THE ASBLED PLAN AND DETERMINE WHETHER TO GO AHEAD WITH CONSTRUCTION.
6. THE DEPARTMENT OF OIL, GAS AND GEOSCIENCE IS TO MAKE A DETERMINATION OF THE POTENTIAL HAZARD FOR OIL AND GAS ACTIVITIES. THE DEVELOPMENT IS SUBJECT TO ANY ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS TO INSURE THE SAFETY OF THE COMMUNITY.
5. THE DEPARTMENT OF OIL, GAS AND GEOSCIENCE IS GOING TO DETERMINE IF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IS LOCATED WITHIN A LIQUEFACTION DISASTER AREA OR ANY OTHER APPROPRIATE REPORT TO THE CIVIL ENGINEER.
4. THE DEPARTMENT OF OIL, GAS AND GEOSCIENCE IS TO MAKE A DETERMINATION OF THE POTENTIAL HAZARD FOR OIL AND GAS ACTIVITIES.
3. THE DEPARTMENT OF OIL, GAS AND GEOSCIENCE IS TO MAKE A DETERMINATION OF THE POTENTIAL HAZARD FOR OIL AND GAS ACTIVITIES.
2. ALL WORK SHALL BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CITY OF THOUSAND OAKS GRADING ORDINANCE, TITLE 7, CHAPTER 3, REGULATING THE EXCAVATION, GRADING, FILLING OF LAND AND ANY AMENDMENTS THERETO EXCEPT AS WAIVED OR SUPERSEDED BY ANY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT CONDITIONS AND ALL REQUIREMENTS OF TITLE 24, BUILDING STANDARDS OF THE CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE IN REGARDS TO PROVIDING ACCESS TO THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED.
1. ALL PERMITS AND CONSTRUCTION WORK IS TO BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ZONING CODE OF THE CITY OF THOUSAND OAKS. IF ANY OF THE CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS AGREED TO IN THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS IS NOT CUMULATIVE WITH THE ZONING CODE, THEN THE CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS AGREED TO IN THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS IS NON-BINDING AND SUBJECT TO BE REVISED Prior TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE GRADING PERMIT.

SPECIAL SYMBOL

- 0.5% MAXIMUM PAVEMENT SLOPES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

- 15% MAXIMUM FOR RESIDENTIAL USES

- HEADWALL

- EDGE OF PAVEMENT

- END OF CURB RETURN

- END OF CURB

- CROSS SECTIONS

- GROUND LINE

- CURB RADIUS

- CRUSHED MISCELLANEOUS BASE

- CATCH BASIN

- CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE

- ASPHALTIC CONCRETE

- AGGREGATE BASE

- PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

- STREET LIGHT ON 31' MARBELITE ELECTROLIER

- LUMEN HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM VAPOR

- 34 X 34 X 16 CONCRETE HEAD WALL

- 22,000 G.F. F.G.
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